
SURVOX Services

Survox IVR for Qualtrics

under-represented audiences. Survox IVR seamlessly integrates with the Qualtrics Research 
Suite to receive respondent input or solicit feedback from a targeted audience — speeding 
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By eliminating the need for consolidating and file importing, Survox enables researchers to streamline data 
collection and speed analysis. 

One Analytics Platform Speeds Insight

Inviting respondents to take a survey online or via the phone 
helps researchers target specific demographics and increase 
response rates, while providing a simplified user experience.

Both online and on-phone surveys will have responses stored in just one location for cross-mode analysis by the 
Qualtrics Reporting interface.

Survox survey management platform provides researchers 
with tools to manage precise quota requirements and speed 
time to insight for faster and more informed decision-making

Survox for Qualtrics provides a true multi-mode system 
where researchers can author a single online survey, add a 
phone component at anytime and quickly analyze the 
responses all from one data set.

Technology is no longer a barrier—researchers can design their 
data collection strategies in the method that best fits their 
research needs

Qualtrics Innovation Exchange Partner

Choice of Engagement Methods Fosters Participation

Multiple Channels Broaden Reach



SURVOX IVR SERVICES - PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

IVR

ONLINE

PHONE

Load sample from Qualtrics or other sources

Set-up on-going process automation for tracker studies

Manage audio file transfer or storage for open end recordings

Intelligent respondent 
recruitment across a range of 

channels ensures the quickest 
turnaround with more 

complete coverage.
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Survox for Qualtrics visit: Survoxinc.comEmail: Qualtrics@Survoxinc.com

Qualtrics@Survoxinc.com

Unlike many other IVR services, Survox fees are for each response you store…regardless of how many
numbers were dialed to capture each response.

Survox IVR Services are packaged for easy ordering with custom quotes always available upon request.

Survox takes a consultative approach to provide 
customization services. We partner with you to deliver the 
most robust solution, meet your project goals and business 
objectives, and help you accomplish more, faster.

Our proven track record, in-depth knowledge of industry 
best practices, and extensive technical experience help 
speed the successful implementation of your project. 

We’ll work with you to:

Setup and fine tune the IVR survey and integration with the 
Qualtrics platform

Secure professional voice talent and 800# as needed

Provide best practice input to customize project business 
rules and IVR survey execution
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